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bless'd the time with a merr'y chime, The win'try hours br-
hands tho' old, had a touch of gold, And its chime still rung the
guilting, But a cross old voice, was that tiresome old clock, As it
sweet'est, 'Twas a moni'tor too, tho' its words were few, Yet they
call'd at day break bold'y; When the dawn look'd grey, o'er the
liv'd thro' na'tions alter'd; And its voice still strong, warn'd
mist'y way, And the early air blew cold'y.
old and young, When the voice of friendship fall...
Tick, tick, tick it said, quick, quick, out of bed. For five I've given warning. You'll
never have health. You'll never have wealth. Unless you're up soon in the morning.

Up, up and go, or else you know, You'll never rise soon in the morning.
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